TECTONUS TBRACE
TENSION ONLY BRACE
The RSFJ Tbrace is installed as part of a cross-bracing offering resistance to the structure in either direction.
It is installed with a slender bar or rod which needs to be capacity designed. All the ductility is in the Tbrace.
Conventionally, the tension-only braces were designed with ductility factor of 1.0 given the slackness issue after
the rod yielding during an earthquake. By use of RSFJ Tbrace, ductility of 3 or more is achievable.

APPLICATIONS
New and retrofit projects;
steel, timber, concrete.
// Multi story applications
// Portal frames
// Industrial pallet racks

ADVANTAGES
// Self-centring
// No post event maintenance: Reduced costs when considering
earthquake sequences
// Scalability: Can be installed in parallel to increase the capacity
// Arrives on site ready for installation
// Easy installation (1hr per cross bracing for a two person crew)

END CONNECTION VARIATION
Different combinations of ends are possible to
accommodate the various bracing products
(eg. rods, cables, etc.)

DEMONSTRATION TESTING
The Tbrace testing demonstrates the superior ability of the technology to provide damping and self-centering to
structures. The loading regimes imposed during the various test lead to frame drifts of up to 5%.
The frame consisted of pinned columns and beams made of C channels back-to-back 5 m wide by 3.1 m in height.
The cross-bracing comprised 4 Tension-Only RSFJs (2 each brace to provide the 5% drift) and 2 M24 rods. The 5%
drift target is a requirement of the ASCE 7 seismic device testing.
The image shows the Tbrace resisting tension during the testing.
The other end of the brace will have no load at this point.

TECTONUS TBRACE
TENSION ONLY BRACE

HYSTERESIS ANALYSIS
The hysteresis load-deformation response is a very reliable flag-shape, demonstrating that the system would
be able to resist earthquake sequences.
The Tbrace response can be customised to your project needs. Simply provide the flag-shape characteristics
required for the project.
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NEW & RETROFIT PROJECTS
The Tectonus Tension-Only Brace system is very well suited for new building and retrofit project applications. In a
retrofit project, one could consider adding the RSFJ Tbrace to existing cross-braces to provide ductility and decrease
the base shear significantly.

RESOURCES
Visit www.tectonus.com for:
PRODUCT CATALOGUE
STRUCTURAL MODELLING GUIDE
VIDEOS & more

TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES &
PROJECT ESTIMATES
Contact the Tectonus engineering team for support
in designing your structure with Tbrace technology.

Video : Tectonus Youtube channel

Test Facility: Structures Test Hall, University of Auckland
Testing completed: Component testing, Full-scale tests
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